Spectralink Introduces AMIE, Advanced Mobile Intelligence for Enterprises,
at HIMSS 2020 in Orlando
AMIE Unifies Spectralink’s End-to-End Enterprise Mobility Portfolio with Call Performance
Tracking and Device Analytics, Offering Data-driven Insights to Accelerate Mobile Workforce
Performance.
DENVER – Feb. 25, 2020 – Spectralink, a leader in enterprise mobility solutions, is introducing
its mobility intelligence platform, AMIE, at HIMSS 2020, Mar. 9-13, Booth #4679. A call
performance and device health monitoring software for Spectralink devices, AMIE is designed
for healthcare, retail, and manufacturing companies seeking to drive greater operational
efficiency and adoption of mobile solutions. It was developed to help businesses optimize their
mobile workflows by providing clear visibility into mobile device and voice performance,
turning system data into actionable insights.
Leading the way in the enterprise mobility industry with voice experience tracking technology
Spectralink is leading the way in enterprise mobility with the ability to support mission critical
communications by monitoring user experience on the Wi-Fi network and providing call
performance metrics to ensure optimal connectivity. AMIE provides organizations with clear
visibility into the performance of our products to help support and maintain these vital assets
and the critical business applications running on them.
“Mobility is changing the way we work and it’s changing how we approach technology,” says
Doug Werking, CEO of Spectralink. “With decades of creating game-changing solutions,
Spectralink is committed to exploring new ways to deliver excellence to our customers. AMIE,
in addition to our Versity smartphone, empowers organizations to continually improve care
team communications and optimize their critical clinical workflows.”
Additionally, AMIE keeps Spectralink’s wireless mobility solutions running smoothly with
operational transparency. Considerable time and costs are saved when companies know in
advance when to replace device batteries, track and recover lost devices, and understand
device utilization.
“Today, IT and telecommunication administrators need more visibility into Spectralink devices
and their performance to better address mobile-related service requests, improve uptime and
increase employee satisfaction,” says Andrew Duncan, Vice President of Product Management

and Technology at Spectralink. “One of the drivers of adoption of mobile technologies is the
ease in which the technology works when needed. AMIE ensures that our customers can
provide their clinical workforce devices that are optimized for the best performance.”
At HIMSS, Spectralink will be demonstrating how AMIE uses call performance tracking and
device analytics for Wi-Fi environments to keep healthcare operations moving forward.
For more information on AMIE or to schedule a demo appointment at HIMSS, visit the
Spectralink website contact Spectralink at info@spectralink.com.
About Spectralink
As an award winner in mobile technology, Spectralink has been transforming the way our
customers work and communicate for almost 30 years. Through our determination to do
extraordinary things, we enable mobile workforces and empower our customers and partners
to explore what’s next, what’s possible. With our enterprise grade, best-in-class mobile
solutions for healthcare, we are with our customers wherever they work, however they need
us. Our people, commitment to innovation and our passion are our foundation for success. For
more information visit www.Spectralink.com.

